ENZO AGV

SPEED | ACCURACY | SPACE EFFICIENCY
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PRO DU C T A P P L I CATION

TE C H N I CA L

Store Distribution/ E-Commerce
Order Fulfillment / Returns Processing

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
This is a flexible and scalable solution that optimizes
storage density, while simultaneously improving
(putaway and picking) productivity. SDI DCMS
software manages the inventory and optimizes
pod movement so that they can move seamlessly
throughout the DC.
ENZO’s abilities are endless and it can help you
achieve a lot in your DC:

FEATURES:
• FLEXIBILITY: Through a variety of shelf and
bin configurations that suit customers product
characteristics.

• SCALABILITY: The system can be implemented
with as little as a single robot and expanded as
demand increases.
• STORAGE DENSITY: More dense than
conventional storage mediums (traditional
shelving) due to reduction in picking aisles.
• REDUCE TRAVEL TIME: Eliminate time in storage
aisles with goods-to-person
• ACCURACY: Decrease the required physical labor
for picking and putaway
• IMPROVE WORKER ERGONOMICS: Decrease the
required physical labor for picking and putaway

SPECIFICATIONS
Q3 - 589 kg (1,300 lbs)

Models

Q7 - 1,000 kg (2,200 lbs)
* Supports up to

Dimensions - 940 mm x 650 mm x 250 mm

Lifting Height - 60 mm (2.4”)

General

Weight - 145 kg (320 lbs)

Rated Operating Speed - 1500 mm/s
Motion Performance

rated
Rated Acceleration - 1000 mm/s2 (empty
load ) - 500 mm/s2 ( load )

Navigation Accuracy - ±10 mm

Rated Voltage - 48 V

Battery

Battery Endurance - 8 hours

Charge Cycle - 1500 times
Laser Obstacle Avoidance

Safety Performance

Front Camera

Distance Detection

ABOUT SDI

SDI is an innovative provider of systems and solutions to the retail, wholesale, fulfillment and e-commerce industries for all aspects
of distribution center material handling.

As both consultants and systems integrators, the company provides clients with a total logistics solution package which includes
material handling consulting, as well as design, engineering, fabrication, installation and integration services.
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www .SDI.SYSTEMS

INFO@SDI.SYSTEMS
13000 PIERCE STREET, PACOIMA, CA 91331

BRASIL: Tel. +55 (11) 3238 4666
CHILE: Tel. +56 (22) 958 8000
COLOMBIA: Tel. +57 (1) 794 3035
MÉXICO: Tel. +52 (55) 1328 4650
PERÚ: Tel. (51) 1650 8348
USA: Tel. (818) 890 6002

